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PREFACE 
Ranked set sampling is an alternative to simple random sampling that can 
offer large improvements in precision. The original notion of ranked set 
sampling was proposed by Mclntyer in 1952. Ranked set sampling has 
attracted practical interest in application areas such as agriculture, 
forestry, ecological and environmental science, and medical studies etc.. 
We, therefore, in this Dissertation have tried to compile the available 
results. 
The subject matter of the dissertation has been arranged in five chapters. 
Chapter I is of introductory nature and discusses the concept and method 
of sampling of ranked set sample. Some basic definitions and results 
needed in subsequent chapters are also discussed. 
Chapter II deals with the estimation of parameters of some distributions 
using ranked set sampling. 
Chapter III embodies reliability estimation of exponential failure law 
using ranked set sampling. 
In Chapter IV, the theory is developed to test the hypothesis based on 
ranked set sampling. 
Last chapter deals with the concept of multi-layers ranked set sampling 
and concomitants and utilizes the relationship to develop results on 
regression analysis. 
A comprehensive bibliography is given in the end. 
CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
1. Order statistics 
If the random variable X],X2,-",X„ are arranged in ascending order of 
magnitude as Xi.„ < X2:„ < XT,.^ <•••< Xy.„ < • • • < X„.„, then Z/.„ or 
th 
X(j\ is called the / order statistics of a size n. The terms 
Xx-n=vi\m{Xx,X2,'-',X^) and ^„.„ =max (Xi,X2,-",X„) are 
called smallest and largest order statistics respectively. 
1,1 Distribution of order statistics 
Let X\,X2,---,Xyj be a random sample of size n from a continuous 
probability density function pdf f(x) and cumulative distribution 
function cdf F{x). Then thepc^of X^.j^ 1 < r < «, the r order statistic, 
is given by 
/,.„(x) = C , . J F ( x ) r ' [ l - F ( x ) r V W , - a ) < x < a ) (1.1) 
where 
^r.n=—^ - = [5 ( r ,« - r + l ) r l (1.2) 
{r-\)\{n-r)\ 
and cdf 
F{x) 
= CrM J ^' '" '(1-0"""^^ (1-4) 
0 
where equation (1.4) is incomplete beta function. For X continuous, 
equation (1.1) can be obtained from equation (1.4) by differentiating w. r. 
t. X 
In particular 
Fi:„(x) = l - [1-F(x)f , (1.5) 
F„;„(x) = [F(x)f (1.6) 
The joint ^ (^ (fA';..^  and X^.y^ {\<r <s<n) is given by 
fr,s:ni^,y) = Cr,s:n[^W]'"^ IHy)" Fix)]'''-^ [1 - Fiy)]"''f{x)fiy) 
- c o < x < _ y < G O (1.7) 
where 
Cr,s:n = . , ,„ "" ' , ,„ - = [B{r,s - r,n-s+ \)T^ (1.8) {r-\)\{s-r-\)\{n-s)l 
Fr,s:ni^^y) = P{^r.rf ^^^s:rf y) 
- t tjT—^r ^ inx)f [F{y) - F{x)y-' [1 - F{y)r-J 
(1.9) 
2. Concomitant variable 
Let {Xi,Yi),i = \,2,---,n be n pairs of independent random variables 
having a common bivariate distribution corresponding to {X,Y). When 
the X/'s are arranged in non-decreasing order then the F-variate 
th 
associated with the r order statistics, denoted by Fr .^^ i, is called the 
concomitant of the r^ order statistic (David, 1981). 
The occurrence of concomitants in a variety of contexts independently 
promoted also another term induced order statistics. (Bhattacharya, 1974 
and Sen, 1976). David et al. (1977) studied the small sample theory of 
distribution and expected value of rank of Y[r.n]- The exact and 
asymptotic distribution theory of Fr^ .^ i and of its rank was studied by 
Yang (1977) when (y^,-,!^),/ = 1,2,•••,,« are from an arbitrary absolutely 
continuous bivariate population. As pointed out by Sen (1981), linear 
functions of concomitants may also be viewed as mixed rank statistics 
(Ghosh and Sen, 1971). 
There are cases in practical problems where the variable of interest, X, is 
hard to measure and difficult to rank as well but a concomitant variable, 
Y, can be easily measured. Then the concomitant variable can be used for 
the ranking of the sampling units. The RSS scheme adapted in this 
situation as follows. At the tlrst stage of RSS, the concomitant variable is 
measured on each unit of the simple random samples, and the units are 
ranked according to the numerical order of their values of the 
concomitant variable. Then the measured X values at the second stage 
are the induced order statistics by the order of Y values. Let Yrf..j,\ denote 
the r order statistic of the 7's and X( .^„) denote its corresponding X. 
Let fyy {x\y) denote the conditional density function of X given 
Y(r:n) - y ^^^ S{r.n) (>') ^^ e marginal density function of K^^ .,,). Then 
we have 
firn) (^) = j fx Y^,.„) ^^\y'> ^('':«) ^ -^"^  -^^ ' 
It is easy to see that 
^ 1 
1 " 
= -Z/(r«)W 
3. Ranked set sampling 
Suppose X],X2,---,Xfj is a random sample from F(x) with mean /j 
and a finite variance cr . Then standard nonparametric estimator of // is 
1 / 7 _ 2 
X = — ^ Xj with var(X) = — . In contrast to SRS, RSS uses only one 
n. /•=] n 
observation, namely, Zj.^ = X^i i), the lowest observation, from this set, 
then X2:n = ^(22)' ^^ ^ second lowest from other independent set of n 
observations, and finally Z„.„ =Z(„„), the largest observation from a 
last set of n observations. This process can be described in a Table 1.1 as 
follows. 
Table 1.1. Display of n observations in n sets of n each 
^(11) 
^(21) 
• 
^(«1) 
^(12) 
^(22) 
'• 
^(nl) 
. . . 
. . . 
. . . 
^iHn-D) 
^(2(«-l)) 
• 
^{n{n-\)) 
^{\n) 
^(In) 
• 
^{nn) 
The important point to emphasize is that although RSS requires 
identification of as many as n experimental or sampling units, only n of 
them, namely, {^(ii),^(22)'"''^(«rt)}' ^^^ actually measured, thus 
making a comparison of this sampling strategy with SRS of the same size 
n. 
It is obvious that the new sample -^(i]),-^(22)'"''^(««)' known in the 
literature as a Ranked Set Sampling (RSS), are independent but not 
identically distributed. Moreover, marginally, X^jj-^ is distributed as 
Xj.jj, the /' order statistic in a sample of size n from F (x). 
Mclntyre (1952), who introduced ranked set sampling, did not supply any 
mathematical theory to support his suggestion. Takahasi and Wakimoto 
(1968) independently arrived at the same results and supplied the 
necessary statistical theory. They showed that mean of a ranked set 
sample 
1 " 
is an unbiased estimator of the population mean and is more efficient 
than the usual sample mean /d under simple random sampling, that is 
when both estimators are constructed on the basis of the same number n 
of actual measurements, 
var(//,,,)<var(^)! (3.2) 
A direct proof of this variance inequality follows from the well-known 
positively associated property of the order statistics (Tukey, 1958., 
Bickel, 1967). Dell (1969) and Dell and Clutter (1972) provide the 
following explicit expression for the variance of ju^^^ 
Var{^rss) = -
n 
f 
2 1 " 2 (3.3) 
where //(-/) is the mean of Z,-.„. 
David and Levine (1972) considered the case where the ranking is done 
on the basis of a numerical covariate, instead of judgment. Under certain 
assumptions, including normality, they obtain a formula expressing 
relative precision (RP) in terms of the squared coefficient of correlation 
between the covariate and the variate of the interest. Stokes (1976, 1977) 
has explored this model further. 
Stokes (1980) also proposed an estimator of the population variance 
based on a ranked set sample and gave a usefiai review of some 
theoretical aspects of RSS Stokes (1986). Muttlak and McDonald (1990a 
and 1990b) developed the RSS theory when the experimental units are 
selected with size-biased probability of selection. Yu and Lam (1997) 
proposed regression-type RSS estimator of the population mean. 
Bhoj and Ahsanullah (1996) derived the BLUE-RSS for generalized 
geometric distribution and showed that it is more efficient than the 
BLUE-OS. Hossain and Muttlak (2000) applied this method to some 
other location-scale distributions. They also obtained the BLUE-RSS of 
the population mean and compared it with some other popular estimators 
based on SRS and RSS. Balakrishnan and Li (2005) derived the BLUE-
ORSS of location and scale parameters for two special cases of 
generalized geometric distribution and compared them with BLUR-OS 
and BLUE-RSS given by Bhoj and Ahsanullah (1996). 
3.1 Reported applications 
(i). Yanagawa and Chen (1980) mention that the RSS technique is 
regularly employed at the Pastoral Research Laboratory, CSIRO at 
Armidale, NSW, Australia. A plate with four holes is randomly 
thrown on a field, the pasture in the four holes is ranked by eye, and 
a hole is selected for quantification of pasture. 
(ii). Yanagawa and Chen (1980) also mention that the method has been 
used to estimate rice crops in Okinawa, Japan. They attribute this 
information to Mizuno (1974). 
(iii). In order to carry out a vegetation study, which involves 
determination of the number of stems, the size of shrubs may be 
consider as concomitant variable for ranking the number of stems 
(the main variable of interest). Muttlak and McDonald (1990a, b) 
have used the method in their study and have combined RSS with 
size based sampling to obtain improved estimators for the mean 
number of stems. 
(iv). Attempts have also been made to incorporate the ranked set 
sampling protocol into the area of nonparametric studies. Stokes and 
Sager (1988) have obtained an RSS estimator of the population 
distribution function F{.). They have shown that an empirical 
distribution function based on RSS in an unbiased estimator of F{.) 
and the estimator possesses smaller variance than the one based on 
SRS. Stokes and Sager (1988) have also shown how to use the 
Kolmogrov-Smimov statistic to obtain a confidence band for F{.) 
based on RSS. 
4. Ordered ranked set sampling 
Suppose X^g ='{^(ll)»^(22)''"'^(nn)} ^^  ^^ ^^^ from a population 
with pdf f{x) and cumulative density function F{x). Now ordering 
Xj^^^ in an ascending order of magnitude, we get 
^ORSS = {^vf^ ^ ^2^^ ^ • • • ^ ^nm^^) > which is referred to as an 
ordered ranked set sampling (ORSS). By noting that A'(//)(/= !,•••,«) in 
^RSS ^^^ independent and nonidentically distributed (INID) as 
Fi„{x),---,F„.„{x), respectively, and then using the forms of density and 
joint density functions of order statistics from INID variables (see, for 
example, Vaughan and Venables, 1972 and Balakrishnan, 1988), the pdf 
of X^f^ and the joint pdfof X^f^ and X^f^ (1 < r < 5 < «) can 
be written as (Balakrishnan and Li, 2005) 
- o o < x < o o , l < r < « , (4.1) 
and 
ORSS n n n / . - ' /^ Sf(^ ,^ )= S E- . I I Z- I I 
(i\,---,i„)epji-i\ Jr-\=ir-\Jr=hJr+\-h^\Js~\-h-\Js-^ 
- CO < X < ^ < 00,1 < r < 5 < n 
/y+l =07>0^^+] =0/:,_, =0/,+, =0/,_, =0 
(4.2) 
where Y,. . . denotes the summation over all nl permutation 
ihJ2^'--Jn) of (l,2,---,«),and 
* 1 
{r-])\{n-r)\ n 
fn\ 
JkJ 
rn\ 
\hj 
{f-\)\{n^ -ry. 
{r?)\ 
'^=v+ Z A ' 
k-\,k^r 
- 1 ; 
* _ (^_i>jLa=\Ja-lU'a [(p - 1)!(^ -f- \)\{fl - 5)!] 
' " - > ^ n Y ; , - l 
\Ja " 'a 
r ^„A 
I Vr J 
X < 
^ - 1 ^ , 7 ^ 
n \Ja) 
Ja ^ fk \ 
\^a J 
r rn\f 
. Vs) 
i , - \ \ 
\ J s J 
x< n 
,0=5 + 1 Ja 
n 
ia-Ja-^]\ 
s-\ s-\ 
a=\ a-r+\ 
s-\ 
a=l 
h = {n + \){n-s + \)+Y,Ja- E 'o 
fl=l a=s 
From equations (4.1) and (4.2), the moments of ORSS can be derived for 
the distribution F{x). 
5. Best linear unbiased estimator 
We could seek the best linear unbiased estimators (BLUEs) in the classes 
of linear combinations of the ranked set sample values. Sinha et al. 
(1996) examine the BLUEs of fj, and G' for the normal distribution 
N{iu, (7^), and of the scale parameter in a single-parameter exponential 
distribution. 
If X follows the location scale distribution F ^X-M^ then 
V cr J 
follows the distribution F(z). The order statistic Z(^ ./-) is 
related to the order statistic Xf^^.j^ by Z( .^,) = 
Let ar=E{Z<^r:i)} ^r =^^^i^^{r:i)} 
We can express the Xr^.i\ 's in the form of a linear regression model as 
follows 
^{r.i) - fl + CFOCj.+ s 
ri 
where s^-i are independent random variables with ESyi = ^ and 
VarSj.i=G Vj.. 
Let 
u = 
Vail 
l '«nl 
W = 
v^I 
^nl 
where 1 is an « dimensional vectors whose elements are all 1 and / is an 
nxn identity matrix. By the theory of linear regression analysis, the 
BLUE of p is given by 
10 
The variance of p is given by 
5.1 BLUE-ORSS for location-scale distributions 
Suppose XoRss = {X^^^^ < X2^f ^  < • • • < X ,? f ^} is an ORSS from a 
location-scale distribution with location parameter ju and scale parameter 
£7 > 0. Let Z^^^ = i^rf^ - //)/c7 be the standardized ORSS. Define 
„ORSS j^fr^ORSS^ , „ j „ORSS r^.yORSS yORSS^ i ^ . ^ . ^ . , Mr.n =^\7'r.n ) ' ^^^ < r^« =<-^nZ^.„ ,Z,y.„ ), \<r<s<n. 
Then 
and 
r^.,(YORSS YORSS-. „2 ORSS 
Following Lloyd (1952), we have the BLUE-ORSS of 6 = {/u,ay to be 
r={B'i:-^B)-^wi:'^XoRss> (5.i) 
and the variance-covariance matrix of BLUE-ORSS 6* to be 
Cov{Q*) = a^(B'l~^B)~\ (5.2) 
where 
B = [ l / ^ ^ ^ ] , S = [(7,^^f] U [ U - , l ] ' a n d 
„ ORSS _ r ,PRSS . „ORSS . . ,ORSS., 
When the underlying distribution is symmetric around //, (5.1) and (5.2) 
can be simplified and written as 
Var{f,*) = a^(VI.-h)-K 
and Cov{/j*,(T*) = 0 in this case, i.e., the BLUE-ORSS of ju and a are 
uncorrelated. 
6. Reliability theory 
6.1 Reliability function 
Reliability of a unit or a system is defined as the probability that it will 
perform satisfactory for at least a specified period of time without a major 
breakdown. 
If T is failure time of a unit, then the reliability of the unit is defined as 
R{t) = P{T > t) 
= l-F{t) 
6.2 Failure rate function 
The rate at which failures occur in a certain time interval [t\,t2] i^  called 
the failure rate during that interval. It is defined as the probability that a 
failure per unit time occurs in the interval, given that a failure has not 
occurred prior to t] the beginning of the interval. Thus the failure rate is 
given by 
12 
Mt) = —"^ 
If, we substitute /] = / and 2^ = ^  + ^ ^ we get 
R(t)-Rit.At) 
At.Rit) 
6.3 Hazard rate function 
The hazard rate is defined as the limit of the failure rate as the length of 
the interval, [^ ] ,^2] approaches zero. Thus, it is instantaneous failure rate. 
R{t)-R{t + At) 
h{t) = \im^i_^Q 
AtR(t) 
- > R{t) 
J\nR{t)^f{t) 
dt R{t) 
h{t) dt represent the probability that a device of age / will fail in the 
small interval of time / to 1 + At. Hazard rate indicates the change in the 
failure rate over the life span of the device. 
6.4 Mean time to failure 
The expected life, is defined as 
E{T)=^tf{t)dt 
13 
is the mean time to failure, 
where / ( / ) is thepd/of T, the life time of the item. As the lifetime of an 
item has to be non-negative, we define f(t) for T > 0. 
7. Some distributions 
7.1 Uniform distribution 
f(x) = 
b-a 
a<x<b 
Fix). 
0, 
x-a 
b-a 
1, 
x<a, 
a<x<b, 
b<x. 
7/7 + 1 _ ^ « + l 
E{X") = , A; > 0 is an integer. 
{n + \){b-a) 
7.2 Normal distribution 
fix) = ~l=e 2 
(JV2;r 
ju,a >0, -oo<x<co 
F(x) = 0 ^x-ji} 
The central moments of odd order are all zero. The central moment of 
even order are as follows 
an FCA'-z^r -[(2«-l)(2«-3)-"3.1]c7 
7.3 Exponential distribution 
F(x) = l - e - ^ / ^ , x>0 
In 
14 
E{X") = n\p'' 
1.4 Weibull distribution 
Moments of standard Weibull distribution are given by 
a 
At a = 2 it is known as Rayleigh distribution whereas at a = \ it is 
Exponential distribution. 
7.5 Extreme-value distribution 
fix)--
Fix)--
1 
=—exp 
(7 
--1 - exp 
x-0 (x-0] 
exp 
(7 V o- j 
, cr>0, -oo<x<co 
exp 
fx-0^ 
7.6 Logistic distribution 
fix) ae (i+.T^'' 
F(x)^l 1 
x\a {\ + e^) 
-00 < X < 00 
15 
CHAPTER II 
ESTIMATION OF PARAMETERS USING 
RANKED SET SAMPLING 
1. Introduction 
In this chapter we explore the concept of ranked set sampHng (RSS) and 
exploit its full potential for estimation of parameters in some specific 
parametric models, such as normal, exponential, logistic, Weibull and 
extreme value distribution, and discuss the usefulness of RSS methods as 
well as their suitable modification for estimation of relevant parameters. 
Most of variations of RSS from addressing such issues as (i) What is the 
best linear unbiased estimator (BLUE) based on X(i]),---,Z(-„„)? (ii) 
What is the best selection of n order statistics one each from n sets of n 
observation each? (iii) Why not use ^(\\),X^2\)^"'^^(n\)^ 1^1 smallest, 
or Jf(i„),X(2^),"-,^(««), all largest? (iv) Can we get away with a 
smaller {i.e., a partial) RSS? As expected, the answers to the above 
questions depend on the particular model under study as well as the 
nature of the parameter being estimated. 
In Section 2, we discuss estimation of normal mean as well as normal 
variance using an RSS. For the estimation of normal variance a , we 
explore the possibility of obtaining an improved estimator based on 
^(11)'^(22)'•••'^(«n)- Compared to the standard nonparametric 
2 1 " — 2 
estimator a = X ( ^ / - ^) , specifically, we investigate if 
1 " 2 
can be used fruitfully. In Section 3, we consider the problem of 
estimation of an exponential mean. In Section 4, we discuss the 
estimation of the location and scale parameters of a logistic distribution. 
Finally, Section 5 addresses the problem of estimation of the location and 
scale parameters of Weibull and extreme- value distributions. 
2 2. Estimation of mean and variance in normal N{ju,a ) population 
In this section we consider the situation when the underlying population 
is normal, and discuss the use of RSS for estimation of its mean and 
variance. 
2.1 Estimation of mean: BLUE 
We first address the issue of how best to use the RSS, namely, 
^(11),^(22) ''"'^(nn)^ for estimation of ju. Recall that 
E{X(^if^) = ^ + Vj<j and Var(XQj^) = yi(7 , where v/ and /{ are 
respectively the expected value and the variance of the / order statistics 
in a sample of size n from a standard normal population. Obviously, 
2] V/ = 0, and by the symmetry of the normal distribution, T — = 0. It 
/=i /=i rt 
then easily follows that the BLUE of fi is given by 
MUue=^ (2.1) 
17 
with minimum variance = , which is always smaller than 
" 1 
2 " 
—Y^/i^y^^ifiRSs)- Thus /}^ /yg offers first improvement over the 
" /=1 
standard RSS estimator fi 
rss 
Incidentally, we can also derive the BLUE of ju based on a partial RSS, 
/ 
namely, X(ii),....^(//), for l<n. Starting with X^/^('0 ^"^ 
/=1 
mmimizmg var 
(I ] I . 
^CiXni^ =^cfvi subject to the unbiasedness 
V /=1 J i=\ 
I I 
conditions: X'^/ ~ ^ ' Yj'^i ^i ^ ^ ^^^^^ ^^ ^^ ^ BLUE of /u as 
/=1 /=1 
hlue(0 = 
ax m (I \ 
; 
(I 
v/=i y^ {1=1^1) V / = i ^ ' . 
(2.2) 
with 
f I ,.2\ 
(J 
^^^KMblue) 
Vi 
/=i rt 
(I , , 2 ^ 
V,-Z^ 
v/=i y^ 
(I p 
v/=i y^ 
(I \ 
(2.3) 
2.2 Estimation of mean: which order statistic? 
We next address the issue of the right selection of order statistics in the 
context of RSS, given that we must select one from each set of n 
18 
observations, there are n such sets, and that the resultant estimator of // 
is unbiased .The following variance inequality for order statistics of a 
normal distribution is useful for our subsequent discussion. Its validity for 
«<50 can be seen from an inspection of the Tables in Tietjen et al. 
(1977), and asymptotic validity follows from David and Groeneveld 
(1982). Throughout this chapter, the sample medians defined in the usual 
way as X^^^ian-.n = ^k+hn ioYn = 2k + \ 
^median:n = 'Z\^k:n + ^ k-¥\:n) ^^ ^ n = 2k. 
Lemma 2.1 var {Xf^jg^^fan-.n) - ^^ ^ i^r:n) ^^ r any r and n. 
In view of the above result, we can recommend the use of the median 
from each set of n observations, and the mean of all such medians as an 
estimator of ju, namely, 
M ("••") =-JX^llia„:n*--- + ^l:Ln-J (2,4) 
where Xj^ ^^ .^^ .^^  is the sample median from the /^  row of the Table 1.1. 
Obviously, fl{n:n) is unbiased for // and by Lemma 2.1, much better 
than the mean based on an ordinary RSS. 
Theorem 2.1 var(X„) < var(X^gjy^„.„) < 2var(J„) 
In fact, as the proof of the Theorem demonstrates, for n= 2m (even), a 
slightly stronger variance inequality holds, namely 
var(X^.2;„)<2var(l2/«) (2.5) 
In view of Theorem 2.1 and the above inequality, it follows that 
1 
^ i2,n) 2 •^ n+l "^  -^ n+\ (1 (^ ) ) (2 (—)) 
for n odd (2.6) 
10 
which is the average of only two suitably selected ranked set observations 
for n odd, and 
h2,n) 2 y( M + ^ 11+2 (1 ("-)) (2 (^^)) for n even (2.7) 
which is also based on only two ranked set observations for n even, will 
be better than the simple average of n observations, whatever be n. This 
is very powerful and interesting result. 
2.3 Estimation of mean: why not all smallest or all largest? 
We now discuss some other variations of RSS. In many experimental 
studies, locating the smallest or the largest of a set of observations could 
be very easy compared to locating the median as suggested above or 
locating all order statistics as required in Mclntyre's setup. In this part we 
2 
need to assume that a is known (=1, without any loss of generality), 
1 " 
and propose /"min =~ 2^^(/l) ~^b the bias corrected mean of n 
n . 
smallest observation as an estimator of //. More efficiently, we suggest 
the use of 
1 ^ 
/^min(^) = - E % ) - ^ l 
m . 1 
(2.8) 
based on m(<n) smallest means. Note that E (fimm(^))~M and 
var(/7i^in(w))=—. Analogously, we could use the average of the 
m 
maximum if that is more convenient. 
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2.4 Estimation of mean: concept of expansion 
We next explore another interesting idea of expansion by raising the 
possibiHty of observing / (> n) experimental units but measuring at most 
m (< n) of them. The object is to efficiently use these m measurements 
to get an estimator of ju which is an unbiased and has less variance 
compared to the sample mean based on n measurements. As an example, 
— cr^ 
for n = 2, to dominate X with variance = — , we can record one more 
2 
observation (i.e., 3 observation in all) but use only the median (i.e., only 
one measurement) to yield var (Mmediams)- 0-45cr < — ! ! It turns out 
that this is common phenomenon, and can be done for every sample size 
n. 
2.5 Estimation of mean: ordinary RSS 
For estimation of a based on an RSS of size n, we first observe that a 
common sense estimator, namely («-l)a T.(^{ii)-^rss) is not 
unbiased for a because 
J](^iii) - i^rssY 
./=i 
Lu (u) 
./=1 
f n 
1 - - E 
V nj 
1 ^ 0 
.i=\ 
^^^ tEi^iU))EiX^\j)) 
\n i^j=\ 
f 
> 
1 
1 - - | ^ ^'In 
./=1 
'-1 tE{X^u^)E{X^^j^) 
91 
= £ Z(^(i/)-^)^ 
7 = 1 
= («-lK (2.9) 
We therefore determine c„ such that cr„ = c^ IS an 
2 2 4 
unbiased for a , and subsequently compute var ((j„) as k^a 
where 
1 
Cn = 2 + (2/;r) 
and 
kfj -
2 + (3/;r)-(l/;r^) 
2.6 Estimations of variance: modification of RSS 
As in the case of estimation of ju, here also we have explored the 
possibility of using the medians, the smallest, and the largest observations 
from the Table (1.1) in order to come up with an improved estimator of 
2 '^  2 
(7 compared to o" j - . Our computations for n = 2 reveal that the 
-2 ^^(11) ~^(21)) 2 
variance of & „_, =—^—^ ^^ —-—, the unbiased estimator of a smallest 2/1 
based on the two smallest order statistics (Table, 1.1), is given by 
3 1 
+ M ? 2 
<j =3.728cr . This is more than 2a =var((7 ,. )! 
Z(^(/2)-^(.2))' 
Similarly, for n = 3, use of (J^,^,-^„= — 
2/2 
where 
22 
1 ^ 
-2^X(/2), which is unbiased estimator of G based on three medians, 
results in var(d^g^ .^^ ^) = 1.012cr , which is more than a ! Thus, the use 
of the above variations of RSS does not seem to worlc for estimation of 
3. Estimation of an exponential mean 
In this section, we assume that X\-"Xyi is a random sample from 
/(x|^) = - e x p ( - - ) , x>0,^>0 (Sinha et al., 1996). Recall that 
6 6 
/ Q 
E{Xi:n) = S 7 —T: = 0Ci,„, and 
var (Z , . , )=X ^^  ^^=0^di,,. 
;2 
~ l ( « - 7 + l) 
where 
' 1 , , ^ 1 
^i 
3.1 Ordinary RSS 
The traditional unbiased estimator of 9 based on a SRS of size n is 
. - -^  ^2 
given by (9] = Z with var((9i) = — • The Mclntyre unbiased estimator of 
n 
9 based on the usual RSS as described before is given by 
^ 2 = - Z % ) (3.1) 
with 
0^ 
« i=\ 
Trivially, var (^2) < var(^i), as expected. 
We now discuss a few variations of RSS. Since, for every /, l^ -.„ = 
provides an unbiased estimator of 9 with var(}'/.„) = ^  -JJL-Q Q._^^ 
^i:n 
the BLUE of ^ based on the RSS is readily seen to be 
n 
Z n Y-
^3 = idL5i!L (3.3) 
" 1 I 
with 
var(^3) = ^ ^ (3.4) 
Obviously, var((93)< var(^2)' ^^^ thus 6*3 offers a uniform 
improvement over Mclntyre's $2. Incidentally, if we have only a partial 
RSS, namely, X(y\y",XQi^ for some / < «, the above argument shows 
that the BLUE of ^ based on {X^\\^^"',Xni^] is given by 
1 Y-
4(/) = i5L i^iiL (3.5) 
with 
24 
var(^3(0) = 9' (3.6) 
3.3. Which order statistic? 
We next address the issue of the right selection of order statistics, given 
that we must select exactly one from each set of n observations. It is 
clear from the preceding discussion that 7^ .„ is the best choice, where the 
index r makes a .^„ the smallest aYn,"-,an:n' ^ "^ the notation of Table 
1.1, our proposed estimator of 9 is given by 
1 n 
n 
(3.7) 
i=\ V ^r:n J 
with 
1 2 
var(^4) = - ^ a^.^n 
n 
(3.8) 
More efficiently, as in the case of estimation of a normal mean, we 
th 
propose measuring only m{<n) r order statistics, where r is defined 
as above, and the use of 
9^{m) = -Y, 1 "^  (Xf \ \ 
m . / = ! V ^r:n j 
(3.9) 
as an estimator of 9. Obviously, 
1 2 
var(^4(w)) = —6* a^-fj 
m 
(3.10) 
We now state the following result regarding optimum selection of m. Its 
proof appears in Sinha etal (1996). 
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Theorem 3.1 Let r be such that a .^„ is the smallest among a]:n->'"^^n:n-
Then a^ .^  < —. 
n 
In view of the above theorem, it follows that, irrespective of the value of 
n, once the optimum selection of the order statistics in each row of the 
Table 1.1 is made, it is enough to repeat the sampling process only once. 
3.4 Why not all smallest or all largest? 
We now discuss another variation of RSS, namely, if it makes sense to 
measure only the smallest or only the largest in Table 1.1 rather than 
across the diagonal as in RSS. Since flj.^ = 1, it follows trivially that 
-Y^C/n , the mean of the n smallest order statistics, behaves just like 
X, and hence offers no improvement. On the other hand, since a„.„ < 1 
(by Cauchy-Schwartz inequality), it is clear that the use of 
^5=-t^iin), (3.11) 
the mean of the n largest order statistics, always results in an improved 
estimator of 6*. 
4. Estimation of location and scale parameters of a logistic 
distribution 
This section is based on Lam et al. (1995). Here we apply the concept of 
RSS and its suitable modifications for estimation of location and scale 
parameters of a logistic distribution. 
We note that ihQpdfofdi logistic distribution can be written as 
f{x\e,a) = -. 
(J 
exp 
V cr J 
1 + exp 
2 ' OO<X,6*<OO,(J>0 (4.1) 
where 9 is the location parameter and a is the scale parameter. First we 
give discussion of some standard estimators of 0 and a based on a SRS 
of size «, namely, X\,---,Xyi. 
It is clear that the conventional maximum likelihood estimators of Q and 
G are extremely difficuU to get in the context of (4.1), and their sample 
properties are completely unknown. However, based on the order 
statistics A'i.„,---,X„.„, Lloyd's (1952) best linear estimators (BLUE's) 
are quite popular. Throughout this section, we have taken the BLUE's of 
9 and a as our main standards for comparison against RSS estimators. 
Using 
^(^r:«) = ^  + ^ r:«^'Var(X^.„) = J^^.„C7^,cov(X^.„,x^.„) = ^ ^^.„a^(4.2) 
where c .^„ and J^ .^„ are respectively the mean and variance of Xy.y^ and 
dyg.y^ is the covariance between X^.y^ and X^y^ from a standard logistic 
distribution with 6* = 0 and cr = 1, the BLUEs of 9 and a are given by 
Lloyd (1952) and Balakrishnan and Cohen (1991). 
e blue' 
l'(Z*)"^X* 
r(i:*)"4 
(4.3) 
^hlue = 
a'(Z*)"^X^ 
a'(2:*)"^a 
(4.4) 
In the above, X* = (Xi.„,---,jr„.„)',a = (q.„,---,c„.„)' and Z* = var(X*). 
Moreover, 
0 7 
(7 
r(S*) 1 
(4.5) 
<J 
var(%j,e)= _, 
a'(S*) ^a 
The Fisher information matrix is given by 
where 
In{e,cr) = 
n 
30-^  
0 
0 
en 
a 
(4.6) 
(4.7) 
00 
=2f 
,^\2 
c = z\x^^-^^—^-^dx = 234 
0 (1 + ^ ^) 
(4.8) 
which provides the Rao-Cramer Lower Bound (RCLB) of the variance of 
any unbiased estimator d\0 + d2O- of d\6 + d2(J as 
RCLB (rf, e + djd) ^ d h ^ + d ^ 
n en 
(4.9) 
This gives 
RCLB (0) = -(7^ 
n 
RCLB{G) = —C7^ 
en 
(4.10) 
(4.11) 
4.1 Estimation of ^: ordinary RSS 
Since E{X) = 6, following Mclntyre's concept, our first estimator of 6 
can be taken as 
oo 
1 " 
r-\ 
(4.12) 
with 
var(455) = -yCr^Z^/r :n (4.13) 
n r=\ 
4.2 Estimation of 6': BLUE based on RSS 
We now address the issue of how best to use the RSS, namely, 
X(y 1),- • •, A''(„„), for the estimation of ^. Recall that E{X(ji^ ) = 6 + CI-J^CT 
n n 
and var(Jr(//)) = ^ //.„o-^. Starting with 2]c/X(//) and var (J]^/X(/;)) 
i=\ i=\ 
n n 
subject to the unbiasedness conditions: ^Cf =1, ^CjCi-jj =0, leads to 
/=1 /=1 
the BLUE of 0 as 
^blue = 
^ n Y ^^ n n^ \ ( n n V " C - Xf\^ .2 ^ 
C*77'i V/=l ^n:« ; ^^ =1 "^ ^ J \i=\ ^ii-.n ) Ct II 'J V/=l "^n-.n ) 
( 
" 1 
dii. 
\ n J. \ ( n \ 
V/=l "^ir.n ) \j^\ ^iv.n ) 
y ^i\n _ "y ^ v.n 
V/=l "^ii-.n J 
with 
(4.14) 
var(^i/2,g) = o-^  
f n J ^^ 
Z 
<i,-;-V/=l ^iv.n jyi=\^ii:n ) d- ^ d-
(4.15) 
Using the fact that, for a logistic distribution, 
29 
Ec,„ = 0 , 1 ^ = 0 (4.16) 
we get 
n 1 
^ d-
(4.17) 
Table 2.1 provides a comparison of var {Orss)^ ^^^ (/9^ /yg) and i?CL5 {9) 
2 
for « = 3,4,5, • • • ,10. Without loss of generality, we have taken cj = 1. 
Table 2.1: Comparison of variances for estimation of 6 
n 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
var(^,,,) 
0.5968 
0.3711 
0.2553 
0.1872 
0.1438 
0.1142 
0.0931 
0.0776 
var(%,g) 
0.5695 
0.3379 
0.2227 
0.1576 
0.1171 
0.0905 
0.0720 
0.0586 
RCLBiO) 
1.0000 
0.7500 
0.6000 
0.5000 
0.4286 
0.3750 
0.3333 
0.3000 
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It is clear from Table 2.1 that, a comparison of var (0^.^^) with the RCLB 
reveals another striking feature that var (Ofss) is smaller than RCLB for 
all n, so that 6f.gg performs better than any unbiased estimator of 0 
based on SRS for all n. This fact can be proved theoretically as the 
following result shows. Its proof appears in Lam et al. (1995), 
Theorem 4.1 var(?^^^) < (RCLB for 6) for any n. 
n 
As in the previous sections, we can also derive the BLUE of 6 based on a 
partial RSS (PRSS), namely, X(ii),---,X(//), for l<n. Starting with 
/ / 
J]c/^(/A and minimizing var(^c/A^(jj)) subject to the unbiasedness 
/=1 i=\ 
I I 
condition: ^ c / =1, ^CjCi-^ =0, leads to the same form as (4.13) with 
n replaced by / as the upper limit in all the summation. The expression 
for the variance of the resultant estimator OblueiP^^^^O ^^ exactly as in 
(4.14) with the above change, 
4.3 Estimation of 6^ : which order statistic? 
Once again, we address the issue of the right selection of order statistics 
in the context of RSS, The following variance inequality for order 
statistics of a Logistic distribution is useful for our subsequent discussion. 
Its validity follows from David and Groeneveld (1982), Recall that a 
sample 
median is defined as X^^^jan-.n =^m+\ :2m+\ when n = 2m + \, and as 
-[^m:2m + ^m+h2m] when n = 2m. , 
Lemma 4.1 v^r {X^edian-.n)^^^"^ (^{r.n)) for any r and n. 
In view of the above result, we can recommend the use of the sample 
median from each row of n observations in Table 1.1, and the mean of all 
such medians as an estimator of 6. Slightly more efficiently, we propose 
measuring only m from the first row of Table 1.1, where m<n, and use 
^™.rf,V,«:.('«) = ^ [^®,,-„„:„ + - + ^ i ' : L : „ ] (4-18) 
as an estimator of 0. Here ^ j - .„ is the sample median from the / 
row of Table 1.1. 
The following result, whose proof again appears in Lam et al. (1995), 
shows that it is enough to measure only two experimental units to achieve 
universal dominance over any unbiased estimator of 6 based on a SRS, 
whatever be n. This result is similar to in the previous section. 
2 
Theorem 4.2 (i) ""^^^^nt+hlm+l)^ 3g- ^^^^^ ^^ ^ ^^ ^^ ^ 
2 {2m +1) 
n = 2m + \. (ii) ^^^^^^:2m)^3a_ ^^^^^ ^^^ ^) for « = 2w. 
2 (2m) 
4.4 Estimation of a: BLUE based on RSS 
In this section the problem of estimation of the scale parameter a in 
(4.1), the use of RSS and its suitable variations results in much improved 
estimators compared to the use of the BLUE {o^biue) under SRS. 
To derive the BLUE of a based on the entire Mclntyre sample 
n 
Xn\\,"-,X(yiyi\, we minimize the variance of ^ciXni\ subject to the 
/=1 
n n 
unbiasedness conditions, ^Cj = 0, ^Cj Cj.„ = 1. This results in 
/=1 /=] 
f 
<^blue = 
( n 1 
V/=l ^ii'-n J 
n r. V " A' Z~'^  Z . (ii) 
( n 1 " c. ^ \( n 2 \ ( 
a- d- ^ d-
(4.19) 
with 
var(ai/j,e) = cr^  
E 1 
V/=l ^ii:n J 
I da. V/=l "^n-.n J ^i=\ ^ir.n j • I V/=l ^ii-n J 
(4.20) 
Using (4.16), the above can be simplified as 
^blue = 
" Xr-\C-
(4.21) 
with 
var(a^6/j,e) = o-2 1 (4.22) 
As in the case of estimation of 0, here also we can use a partial RSS, 
/ 
namely, X(ii),---,Z(//) for some l<n. Starting with ^c/X(//) and 
/=1 
/ 
minimizing var (Y^CjXni^) subject to the usual unbiasedness conditions: 
/=1 
/ / 
]^c/ = 0, ^ci Cj.fj = 1, we can readily verify that the BLUE of a based 
/ = 1 r = l 
on the partial RSS is of the same form as (4.18) with n replaced by / in 
all the summations, and the corresponding variance of ajjingiprssj) is 
also of the same form as (4.19) with the above change. 
5. Estimation of parameters in Weibull and extreme-value 
distributions 
This Section is based on the estimation of the parameters in a two 
parameters Weibull and extreme-value distributions (Fei et al, 1994), We 
note that the/7<^of a two-parameter Weibull distribution can be written as 
f{y\e,P) = P(y^ 
e KOJ 
p-\ 
exp y>{) (5.1) 
where 0>0,p>0 are the scale and shape parameters respectively. 
Let X = \nY (the natural logarithm of Y), then X has a Type I asymptotic 
distribution of smallest (extreme) values given by 
g{x JU,(7) = —QXp 
(7 
X- JU 
exp -exp( ^) 
(7 
, - 0 0 < JC<00 (5.2) 
where /u = lnO,a = — are the location and scale parameters respectively. 
7. -
a 
If Fi,72,---,^A7 be a simple random sample (SRS) of size n from (5.1), 
then Xx,X2,'-',Xn are the SRS of size n from (5.2). Let 
X\.y^,X2;nr'--,^n:n ^e the order statistics, then 
)^-J^—cL_^ i = \,2,-'-,n are the order statistics from SRS of size n 
(7 
from a standard extreme-value distribution. 
We shall use the notations 
E{Zi.n) = ai.yi, i = l,2,-'-,n, (5.3) 
Cov{Zi-_yi,Zj.yi) = dij, i,j = 1,2,-••,n (5.4) 
V = idij)nxn, V-^=id^J)^^„. (5.5) 
It is well known that the unique minimum variance linear unbiased 
estimators (UMVLUE) of ju and a based on Zi,---,A^„ {i.e.,Y\,---,Y,j) 
are given by 
n 
M = T'^i:n^i:n (5-6) 
n 
^=Y.^v.n^i:n (5-7) 
/=] 
The variance of the above estimator jj, and & are as follows: 
var(//) = ^ c r ^ (5.8) 
var(6-) = £„cr2 (5.9) 
and the covariance of jii and & can be written as 
Cov(/},(7) = 5„o-^ (5.10) 
where 
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Here 
A = 
1 n n 
1 n n 
A . , 
1 n n 
n n 
V 
n n n n 
(5.11) 
(5.12) 
(5.13) 
(5.14) 
The coefficient a/.„ and c/.„ in the formulas (5.6) and (5.7) may be 
obtained as 
.7=1 7 = 1 
(5.15) 
7=1 y=i 
(5.16) 
We refer to Balakrishnan et al. (1992) for values of ai-„'s,dji's and 
djj's, from which the above expressions can be evaluated. The 
coefficients a/.„ and c/.„ can also be obtained from Table 5.3 in Mann et 
a/. (1974). 
5.1 Estimation of ju and a based on RSS 
In this section we first discuss the problem of estimation of the 
parameters in (5.2) using a RSS. Clearly ^(]\),^(22)^"''^{nn) ^^ ^ 
36 
.•th. independent, X^i^ is distributed as Xj-^, the / order statistic in a 
sample if size n from (5.2). Then, we have 
E{XQi^) = ju + c7E{Zi.„) = ju + ai.na, / = l,2,---,« (5.17) 
2 2 
Far(Jf(//)) = (7 F(3r(Z/.„) = (j c///, / = l,2,---,« 
Cov(X(//), X(^y)) = 0, zV 7, /, y = 1,2, •••,«. 
(5.18) 
(5.19) 
We use the notations 
X = (^(11)' ^ (22)' • • •' ^ (nn))' > (5.20) 
S = 
fdu 0 
0 ^22 
0 0 d 
0 ^ 
0 
nnj 
(5.21) 
1-1 = 
1 
^11 
0 
0 
0 •• 
1 
1 
^22 
0 •• 
• 0 
• 0 
i 
d nn J 
(5.22) 
E{X) = 
l>" + «/t:«0-. 
= MQ (5.23) 
where M = 
^1 ^1:«' 
1 Qf2:n 
V^  <^ «:«y 
and 0 = ffi^ 
v^y 
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Using the generalized Gauss-Markov theorem, we can obtain unique 
minimum-variance linear estimators of /u and a based on the RSS 
(X(n),^(22)''--'^(««)) as 
0H = (M'I"W)"^M'I~^A^ (5.24) 
The variance-covariance matrix of the estimators // * and cr * is given by 
^^^(0*) = var f^^\ = (M'S~W)"^cr^ (5.25) 
V o • ; 
Furthermore, we may obtain the explicit formulas of the estimators // * 
and <j* as 
f y. ^ \f 
^ d-
jU^ = 
y ?:» _ y I'-n y 
/^=1 ^ii J [i=\ ^ii J [i=l ^ii J 
E l da 
( n ^2\ ( n ^, \^ 
V/=l " J \i=\ " J 
y ^v.n _ y ^i:n 
Clji • -I Clli 
v/=i ^"; 
(5.26) 
and 
1 Y" i'-n^{ii) 1 dji 
0-*= V/=l " J V/=l 
da 
n 
y ^n y (^") 
^ d-- ^ d-
r« . ^ 
E 
<3f ; ; 
y ^v.n _ y ;^:» 
V/=i " / / ; v/=i " J V/=i "" ; 
(5.27) 
The variance of the estimator /j, * and cr * are 
Far(/^*)=o-^ 
r« 2 ^ 
d-
v/=i ^"; 
du 
( n ^2\ ( n 
\i=\ ^n J V/=l *"" ; 
y /^:/7 _ y ^vji 
v/=i "" y 
(5.28) 
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Varic7*)=c7' 
^ n ^ \( n 
\i=\ "" ; \i=\ *"" 
2 \ ( n ^2 
d- ^ d-
(5.29) 
\i=\ •"» ; 
We now discuss the use of PRSS in the context of estimation problems. 
Let -^(ii),^(22)'"*'^(//) (^  < «) be a partial RSS. It is easy to verify that 
the BLUE's of // and a based on the PRSS (denoted as /// and di) are 
given exactly by (5.26) and (5.27) except that in all the summations, n is 
replaced by /. Morever, the corresponding variance of these BLUE's are 
given by (5.28) and (5.29) respectively with the same changes. 
5.2 Relevance of smallest order statistic 
In this section we study the possibility of using only the minimum order 
statistics and examine the performance of the of (^(ii),-^(2i)/"'^(/])) 
for estimation of fi and a for various choices of l = \,2,---,n in an 
attempt to find the minimum value of / for which dominance over // and 
(7 holds. 
It is easy to verify that (•^(\\),^(2\)^"''^{l\)) ^^^ "'^ ^i^h a common 
extreme-value distribution whosepc^is given by 
gl„(x|w,o-) = - e x p 
(7 
x-u 
G 
exp -exp( ) 
(J 
- 0 0 < X < 00 (5.30) 
where the new location parameter is w = / / - ( j ln(«) . To discuss 
estimation of jj, and <j based on {Xn\^,Xn\),-'-,Xn\\), let 
Jfn/) < -^(2/) • "^{11) be their order statistics. Then the UMVLUE of u, 
G may be obtained from (5.6), (5.7) as 
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/ 
i=\ 
I 
which results in the UMVLUE of ju as 
By setting « = / in (5.6) to (5.14), we immediately obtain the variance 
and co-variances of the estimators wj./ and ayj as 
var(Mi./) = 4 cr^  (5.34) 
var(^i:/) = £/^2 (535^ 
Cov{u^,l,a^,l) = Bia^ (5.36) 
Then the variance of /u\.i and covariance of //i-/ and (Ju can be derived 
as 
Var{Mi.j) = [Ai + IBiln(«) + Ei{\n{n)f] a^ (5.37) 
Cov(//i.i,cji.i) = [B,+£/ln(«)]o-^ (5.38) 
Using (5.11) to (5.14), we may obtain Ai,Bi,Ei and comparisons of 
Var{/j) with Var{JLi\.i) and Var(&) with Far(a-i./) for various values of 
/ and n. There is no improvement in estimation of jU and cr even in the 
best possible case of l = n. 
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CHAPTER III 
RELIABILITY ESTIMATION BASED ON 
RANKED SET SAMPLING 
1. Introduction 
Consider a component whose lifetime is exponentially distributed random 
variable X with unknown mean d>0. We wish to estimate the 
reliability of this component at an arbitrary but fixed point in time t>0, 
namely p = e . Let X\,---,Xyi be a random sample of size n 
representing the lifetime of n components. The minimum variance 
- i«- l 
unbiased estimator of p is U-L] , where T = ^Xi and 
/=1 
{a)j^ = max (a, 0). A more intuitive unbiased estimator for p in this case 
whose mathematical properties are more tractable is the empirical 
survival distribution function evaluated at /, namely -
n 
f 
n 
Y.hx;>t\ 
where I^ is the indicator function of the set A. This unbiased estimator 
is simply the proportion of the n components that survive beyond time t 
(recall that p = E(Irx>t]))- Consider in this case the class of estimators 
n 
of p which are of the form ^Ci^[X>at]^ where C/>0, 
i=\ 
n 
/ = !,•••,«, ^ c / =1 and a>Q. The following facts about this class are 
straightforward: (i) An estimator in this class is unbiased if a-\, (ii) 
Among the infinite subclass of unbiased estimators, the empirical survival 
distribution function (evaluated at /) has the minimum variance, namely 
Pi^-P) 
, which clearly decreases in n. 
n 
Let us now consider the task of estimating p based on RSS. It is clear 
f n ^ 
that 1 
n V/=l 
is an unbiased estimator of p with a smaller 
variance than the empirical survival distribution function based on a 
simple random sampling of size n. Another unbiased estimator of p in 
this case is / ^ • So let us again consider the class of estimators of 
n 
which are of the form 
^ n ^ 
V/=l 
ci>0,\<i<n^ci=\ and a > 0 . Clearly, / ^ 
where 
and 
f n ^ 
V/=l 
are two members in this class which are unbiased 
estimators of j!?. It is quite natural to ask the following questions: (i) Can 
we identify all the unbiased estimators of p in this class? (ii) Can we 
compare these unbiased estimators based on their variances? 
In Section 2, we show that in the case of estimators of p which are of the 
form 
f n ^ 
V/=l 
(1.1) 
where c/ > 0, 1 < / < « X^/ ~ ^ ^^^ a > 0, there are only n unbiased 
/=1 
estimators of p. 
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/=1 
^ « - / ^ 
r n ^ \-^{ii) • {n-r+\) 
\<r<n (1.2). 
Note that {p)\... j. depends only on the first r observations of the RSS of 
the size n. In Section 3, we examine the variances of these unbiased 
estimators. We show that for each n, the variance of (^)i is the largest 
among the variances of {p)\...r^ l<r<n. We also show that for 
\<n<3,Var{{p)\... f.)i in r, \<r<n. We conjecture that for all n, 
Var[{p)]... ^ ] , is the smallest among Var [(p)]^...^^], 1 <r <;?. We show 
that Var [{p)\... „] decreases in n. 
2. Unbiased estimators of p based on RSS 
—t/(9 Recall that p = e is reliability of a component, at an arbitrary but 
fixed point in time Z' > 0, whose lifetime is represented by an exponential 
random variable X with unknown mean d>0. We wish to estimate p 
based on ^(ii),>^(22)''"'^(««)' ^^ ^^'^ of size n, where Xni\ is the 
i order statistic in the random sample Xnn,Xn2)>• • •»^(/n)5 ^^i^n, 
and the n random samples are independent. The observations ^(//), 
l<i<n, of an RSS of size n may be viewed as the lifetimes of 
independent (n-i + \)-oui-of-n systems, each consisting of n 
components whose lifetimes are independent exponentially distributed 
with mean 0. 
The following Theorem, which is the main result of this section, shows 
that there are exactly n unbiased estimators and given then explicit form. 
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Theorem 2.1 Let p = e be the reliability of the component whose 
lifetime X is an exponential random variable with mean ^ > 0. Let 
^(11)' ^ (22)'" •' ^ (« n) ^^ ^^ '^^ '^  of size n. Among all estimators of p 
which are of the form as in (1.1), the following are the only unbiased 
estimators of p 
U-i^ 
yn-rj 
n 
r-\ 
I 
{X{ii) > t («-r+l) 
(2.1) 
where \<r<n. 
with variance 
Var[{pX...,] = Y. 
n-0 
\ 
i 2 
n 
r-\ 
H; 
( t 
n-r-\-\ 
1-n, / 
M 
n-r + \ 
(2.2) 
where for all 1 < / < r and a > 0, 
fn\ '"-1 
y'n={) 
Ui{at) = P[X^U)>at] = iy\ti~^f \ ~ \ {v'-'^^dv (2.3) 
Proof Consider an estimator P = Yj^i{^)hXc^>at]^ where 
ci{a)>0, \<i<n ^Ci{a) = \, and a>0. For this estimator to be 
i=l 
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unbiased estimator of p = e , we must have 
an 
Y^Ci{a)P[X(^ii^>at] = p. (2.4) 
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The LHS of (2.4) is expressed as a polynomial in p", then (2.4) is used 
to show that the only choices for <2, c/(a) are the ones given in (2.1). 
First we use the following well known expression 
/-I 
k=0 
(n\(i-\\ P a 
VJ 
j v'^ -'+Vv (2.5) 
where \<r<n, and a>0. In view of (2.5), the LHS of (2.4) can be 
n / • - ] 
written as ^ ^ Cj (a) i (-1)^ 
v^y / n ^ - 0 
Let i~k = u and making some algebraic manipulations lead to the 
following form for the LHS of (2.4) 
n-u 
I(-irc^;fe+«(«) 
A:=0 \ k J 
f n ^ (^a)«-«+]_ ^2.6) 
In view of (2.6) and let p = x, we can now rewrite (2.4) as 
w=l 
«-w 
V ^ / 
^ " l(x)"-"+^=x^/« (2.7) 
vw-i; 
1 1 1 (—") 
for all 0 < x < l . It then follows that ( - ) (—!)• • • (— (n- l ) ) x «^  
a a a 
is free of x. Consequently the only possible choices for a are 1,- ,•••,- . 
By letting a^ 
1 
(n - r +1) 
, l<r<?7, and equating the coefficient of 
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various powers of JC on both sides of (2.7) we get: 
Cr+\ {a) = Cr+2 («) = ••• = c„ (a) = 0, cv (a) = -y ^, and 
r-\ 
m=\ 
(n-r + l\ 
m 
\r-ij 
vW + 1 ( - l ) ' " ^ \ l < / < r - l . (2.8) 
Finally we show by induction that 
(n-r + l^ 
Cr-l{cc)=-
I 
( n ^ 0<l<r-\. (2.9) 
Clearly (2.9) is true when / = 0, Assume (2.9) is true for 
Cf. (a),• • •,Cf._i+\ (a), and substituting in (2.8) we get 
c^-iia) 
^n-r + l\(fA fi^ 
Kh 
+ ••• + (-1) /-I 
v ^ ; . 1 
^n-r + l^ 
I 
r „ ^  
y^-h 
f „ ^ 
This establishes (2.9) and the Theorem. 
We close this section with the following Lemma in the particular case of 
« = 2. 
Lemma 2.2 Consider an RSS of size « = 2. Among all convex linear 
combinations of the form q/[X(j,)>a, r]+^2%(22)>«2 0' *^ 
following are the only unbiased estimators of p = e~ 
Proof By equating the expectation of the proposed estimator to p we get 
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qp^"^' +C2b^'^^ +/?^' '2(i_p«2)]:=p forall p. (2.11) 
equating the second derivative of the LHS of (2.11) to zero we get 
2q6^ l (2a i - l )p^^ i "^+2c2a2 («2 - l )P^^~^ 
= 2c2a2(2«2- l ) ;^^ '^ ' ' ^ 
(2.12) 
Substituting x for p^'^ in (2.12) we get 
2qai(2«i- l )x^ '^i^ '^2 +2^2^2(6^2-0^ 
= lc2a2{2a2-\)x' 
for all X (2.13) 
Hence we deduce that either a\=-a2=^ and cj = C2 = - or «} = - and 
c\ = 1,C2 = 0. This establishes the Lemma. 
Note that the above Lemma strengthens Theorem 2.1 in the particular 
case of « = 2. 
3. Comparing the variance of the unbiased estimators of p 
In this section, the following Theorem shows that {p)\ has the largest 
variance among the n unbiased estimators {p)\... j , , l<r<n. 
—tin Theorem 3.1 Let {p)\... ^ be the unbiased estimators of p = e given 
as 
/=1 
^n-i^ 
f „ ^ 
, r - l ; 
/ t ,\<r<n, 
^ ' (n-r+1) 
(3.1) 
Then 
Var{{i>\...^r\<^'^ ^"^^Var [(p)i], l < r <n, ^ > 1. 
n 
(3.2) 
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Proof For fixed n,r, \<r<n, let us denote 
(n-
U-
( n 
V-
• i \ 
r) 
\ 
ij 
by c/, and 
p{X(^ll^> ] by pi, \<r<n. Since {p\...^r is an unbiased 
r 
estimator of p, \<r<n, we must have p-^CiPi, where 
/=1 
0<c/ < l , ^ c / =1, 0<p/ <1, / = l,---,r. This together with the fact 
that x{\ - x) is a concave function of jc, 0 < x < 1, leads to the following 
inequality 
(3.3) 
Also note that 
1 Y,<^iPi{\-Pi)>{m^^Ci) Yj^fpi{l-Pi) = -
/=1 \<i<r i=\ i^^^Cj)Var[{p\...^,] 
\<i<r 
In view of (3.3) and the fact that p{\- p) = Var[{p)i... ^ ] , we get 
Var[{p)i...,]<{maxCi)Var[{p)i],\<r<n 
\<i<r 
(3.4) 
By observing that 
^ 
max c = cj = , (3.2) is now established. 
V l</<r J n 
Remark 3.2 Let r^, n>l, be a sequence of positive integer such that 
n-r + \ = o(n), then in view of Theorem 3.1, ip)]...r is weakly 
consistent estimator of p. 
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In Lemma 3.5 below, we show that for n = 3, 
Var[{p)i]> Var[{p)i 2]^ Var[{p)i 2,3]- The proof of this Lemma 
utiHzes the powerful tools of majorization and Schur function, which are 
widely used in reliability theory, (Marshall and Olkin, 1979). For the sake 
of completeness we now present the following definitions. 
Definition 3.3 Let x and y be two vectors in R ,k>2. Let 
(^1) ^ ^(2) ^ • • • ^ ^\n) and y^i-^ < yi^2) ^ ' ' ' ^ 3^ (n) be increasing 
arrangements of the vectors x and y respectively. The vector x is said to 
;• j 
majorize the vector y, written x>'^ y, if YJ-^U) -^y(i)^^- J-^~^ 
/=] /=1 
k k 
and S^'(0-Z^(/)-
/=1 /=] 
Definition 3.4 A function f -.R -^ R,k> 2, is said to be Schur convex 
(Schur concave) if f(x)>f(y) (f(x) < f(y)) whenever x>'^ y. 
k 
It is well known that f{x) = ^ g{xj) is Schur convex (Schur concave) in 
/=] 
xiff g'.R-^ R is convex (concave). 
Lemma 3.5 For « = 3, let {p)\-,{p)\2-> and (p)]2 3 be the unbiased 
estimators of p = e , given in (3.1). Then 
Var[(p)^]>Var[{p\2]^Var[{pX2,3]-
Proof We show that Var [{p)i^2 ] - ^'^^ [(^)l,2,31' 
where 
{P)\2=-^ t + - ^ / 
'^'^'^ 3 [^(n)>^] 3 [X^22)>-] 
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(P)l,2,3 =:;(%(] 1)>0 +^[^(22) >^ ] + V(33)>0) 
Let Pi = P[Z(;,-) > U, i = 1,2 and p] = P[X(,7) > t], i = 1,2,3. 
)|c ^ He ^ 
Clearly p\ ^ P2 and pi<p2^J^3- Also since both (p)i^2' ^^^ 
(^)l 2 3' a^ ^ unbiased estimators of /?, we have 
2;?l+;?2=i^l +P2+J^3- (3-5) 
T* •P V I^ M 
Let us now show that (pi ,P2,P2)^ (PbP2»P3) • ^^  '^ ^^^ *^ f (2.6), we 
only need to show that pi < pi and p^ ^ P2-
Clearly pi=P [X^i})>-]>? [Z(i\)>t] = p'^. Now to see that 
j!73 >/?2, recall that p^ may be viewed as the reliability of a l-out-of-3 
system whose independent components have the common reliability p, 
while P2 may be viewed as the reliability of a 2-out-of-3 system whose 
independent components have the common reliability ^Jp. The inequality 
* 
P2 ^ P3 follows from the well-known bounds for system reliabiHty 
given in Theorem 3.4 of Barlow and Proschan (1981). Since x{\-x) is 
concave function on [0,1], we have 
J^p-{1- p-)< P2{1- P2) + 2pi{l- PO< P2{1- P2) + ^P\{1~ Pi)-
The Lemma is now established by observing that 
Zp*(l-A*) = 9Far[(p)i,2,3], 
/=1 
and P2(l-J^2) + 4pi(l-i!?i) = 9Kar[(p)l^2]-
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It is reasonable to extrapolate from Lemma 3.5 that 
n 
n 
,5'[^(")>'i 
which is weakly consistent estimator of p , has the minimum variance 
among (^)i2. . . r ' ^^f"^^-, « = 1,2,---. Note that we now add the 
superscript n in X.".,. to highlight the dependence of the i^ order 
statistics on the size of the sample n, \<i<n. 
In the following theorem we show that Var{{p)-[ ...„] decreases with n. 
The proof of this theorem utilizes, again, tools from reliability theory as 
well as majorization and Schur functions. 
Theorem 3.7 Let F„ = Var 
^Vp..>' 
' n ^ 
n + \) Vn ^ Vn+l ^ 
• ( / / ) • 
f n ^ 
n>\. Then 
U+1. 
v„ 
Proof Let Pi=P[X'l..^>tl \<i<n 
(3.6) 
and 
'«+l Pi = P[X?r.'>t], \<i<n + \. Clearly pi<p2<---<n and 
* * Pl <p2^---Pn+\- By a well known decomposition of the reliability 
function of a coherent system, see Lemma 1.1 of Barlow and Proschan 
(1981), we have 
Pi =PPi+(^-p)Pi-h \^i^n + \, pQ=0, /?„+i=l (3.7) 
In view of (3.7) and the fact that PQ <p\ <• • -p , i, we get 
Pi-\^Pi ^Pi^ 
Next let us show that 
l < / < « + L (3.8) 
SI 
{n + l){p/-Pf.)-r{p^+l-Pr) = 0, \<r<n (3.9) 
TheLHSof(3.9) 
= (« + !) 
-r 
(.+i)[^;|)fv''-(i-vr'A-.(";^']|'v("-"-(v-ir'* 
= J^  rv (1-v) 
+ < 
« + l 
+ (r + l) 
(n + 1) 
^„\ 
^r + ly 
- ( « + l) 
- ( r + 1) 
(n + \\\ 
v^ + lyj 
V ^ yj 
v^ dv 
The integrand above is zero and this establishes (3.9). We now use 
mathematical induction and (3.9) to show that 
f \ fr 
\i=\ J V/=l 
= {n + \){p,-pr)-r{pr^X-Pr) = ^\<r<n-\ 
(3.10) 
Clearly (3.10) is true for r = 1. Assume (3.10) is true for r, then 
fr+\ \ fr^\ ^ ^ ^ 
\i=\ . J V/=l 
= {n + l){pr+\-p*r+\)-{r + l){pl+2-p*r+\) = ^ l < r < « - l 
Hence (3.10) is true. 
We are now ready to show that 
{p\,---,P\,'--,Pn+\^---'Pn+\)^^ (Pp"-,;?l,---,p„,---,p„). (3.11) 
n-times n-times {n+\)times {n+\)times 
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We first observe that the coordinates of the two n(n + l) dimensional 
vectors in (3.11) have the same sum since both 1 
n v,?/[^Jo>'l and 
n + l 
are unbiased estimator of p. Next we need to show 
; 
that each of the successive partial sums of the vector on the LHS of (3.11) 
dominates the corresponding partial sum of the vector on the LHS of 
(3.11). The differences between these partial sums take successively the 
following forms: 
(i) 7>l - 7 > l ^ 0,1 < 7 < « (in view of (3.8)); 
* * (ii) (n + \)pi- {n p\ + P2 = 0, (in view of (3.10)); 
(iii) 
' If' * 
^{n + \)Pi+lpr+\ - Y.ripi+{r + l)p,+i 
v/=i ; v/=i J 
= KPr+\-Pr+\)^^ 
\<r<n-2,0<l<n-r (in view of (3.8) and (3.10)); 
^ r.+i , , ^ 
J]in + ^ )Pi+[{n-r) + s]pr+\ - Y^npi+spr+i 
Ov)Ul J \i=\ 
= in-r){p,+i-p*+i)-s(p*+2~P*r+l)^^>'^^^^f' + ^ 
(in view of(3.8) and (3.10)); 
fn-\ ] ( " * * ^ 
V/=l J \i=\ 
{v)={n(n + \)p-{n + \-j)p„)-{n{n + l)p-{n + l-j)pn+\) 
= {n + \-j)ip*„^l-p^)>0\<j<n + l 
'ii 
(in view of (3.8) and the fact that sum of the coordinates of both vectors 
in(3.11) is equal to n{n + \)p). This establishes (3.11). 
Now in view of the fact that the function x(\-x) is concave in x, 
(n+\ . . \ f n ^ 
0 < jc < 1. We have n * * . 
V/=l 
Y^PiH-Pi) <{n + \) ZPii^-Pi) , which 
v/=i ; 
leads to the second inequality in (3.6). 
We complete the proof by observing that (3.7) together with the 
concavity of x(l - x) imply that 
pU^-ph^PPii^-Pi) + i^-p)Pi-\i^-Pi-\l l<^-<« + l, (3.12) 
By summing both side of the inequality in (3.12) we get 
2 ;A*a-A*)^IP/ ( l -A ' ) -Hence(« + l )V„+ l>«V„ . 
/=! /=1 
In the following Ghitany (2005) shows that 
Var [(p)i] > Var [(p)i^2] - ^'^^ i(P)\,2,^^' ^ ^^^ conjecture is incorrect by 
considering the case n = 4,5 respectively. 
Lemma 3.6 For n = 4, let {p)\2 3 and (p)i23 4 be two unbiased 
estimators of p = e~ , t,0>O, given by (2.1). Then 
^^f' [(^)l,2,3 ] < (=)(>) ^^^ iiP)\,2,3A ] 'i^ P< {=){>)PO where 
PO =0.078484. 
Proof For n = 4, using (2.1), the two unbiased estimators {p)\2 3 ^^^ 
(/')l,2,3,4 of pare given by 
(P)l,2,3=r^[J(l,)>(l/2)r]+-AX(22)>(l/2)/]+-%(33)>(l/2)/] 
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(P)l,2,3,4 = - { [^X(, 1) >t] + A^(22) > ]^ + h^(33) >t] ^ 
Using (2.2) and (2.3), the variance of these estimator are given by 
T7 rz-x 1 1 2 3/2 2 8 5/2 41 3 . 7/2 3 4 
•^^ ^ [iP)l,2,3^ = -P + -P -P +-P - — P +^P --P 0 y J y z 
VarmiaM^ = -^p-p^ +3p^ -^jpU~p^ -9p^ +5p'^ -^^p^ 
Let ^(p) = F<3r[(/')i 2,3]-'^ <3r[(p)i^2,3,4]- That is, 
^(p) = J-p(-3 + ^ p^^^ +96p^^^ -212p^ +U4p^^^ +\SOp^ - 3 4 2 / 
36 
+324p^-\S0p^+45p'^) 
The first and second derivatives of ^(p), respectively, are given by 
?,/ ^ 1 1 1/2 20 3/2 68 2 1^  5/2 /^^  3 95 4 
12 3 3 3 2 
+54/-35p^+10p^) , 
^-(p) = i p - l / 2 ^ 1 0 / / 2 _ i36^ + 3 5 / / 2 ^60;.2 .190^3 ^370^^ 
6 3 
- 2 1 0 / + 7 0 / 
The function <^{p) has two critical points at p] = 0.035744 and 
/72 =0.651382. Since ^'(^1) = 1-456697 and ^"(/?2) = "0-577510, then 
Pl is the point of minima and P2 is the point of maxima. Also, since 
^(0) = ^ (1) = 0, the function ^{p) decreases on [0,pi], increases on 
[pi,P2], and decreases on [piA]- Hence there exist a unique point 
PQ = 0.078484 e {pi,P2) such that ^{p) < (=)(>)0 for p<{=)>Po. 
Finally, we consider the case when the sample size is five. The proof of 
the following Lemma is similar to Lemma Jfg^^^^saQd hence is 
omitted. 
1 ^ iw 
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Lemma 3.7 For n = 5, let (p)] 234 and (p)i 2345 be two unbiased 
estimators of p = e , t,0>0, given by (2.1). Then 
^«^ [(^)l,2,3,4] < (=) (>) ^^^ [(P)l,2,3,4,5] if P < (=) (>) PQ 
where pQ =0.116044. 
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CHAPTER IV 
HYPOTHESIS TESTING BASED ON 
RANKED SET SAMPLING 
1. Introduction 
In this chapter, we assume that F{x) is normal with unknown mean ju 
and known variance (=1, without loss of generality), and address the 
problem of testing the hypothesis HQ : // = 0 verses //] : ju>0. Based 
on RSS and its various modifications, as introduced in Sinha et al. 
(1996), we propose a variety of exact tests for the above problem and 
point out that there do exist many test with much better power properties 
compared to the normal test based on SRS. 
In Section 2, test on H^ based on fi,ss, hlue^ MprssiO^ Mmedian:n(^l 
and jdsmalkst (0^ are discussed. Recall that the usual normal test for H^ 
based on SRS of size n reject HQ if 
inl(>Za (1.1) 
with its power at /^  > 0 as 
Power {iu\ SRS) = 1 - O (z^ - V« /^ ) (1.2) 
where z^ , is the power a point of standard normal distribution and 0(.) 
is the standard normal cdf. 
In Section 3, we obtained the UMPT for one-sided alternative and the 
LRT for the two-sided alternative in case of the exponential distribution 
and the UMPT for the two-sided alternative in case of uniform 
distribution using SRS and will adapt these tests to RSS. 
2. Improved test of mean of normal N{ju,\) distribution based on 
RSS and its modification 
2.1 Test based on Mclntyre's /i^ ^^ 
Since the statistic jUf^.^, is unbiased, we propose a test statistic based on 
fi^gg, for Hf) and reject//Q if 
Mrss'>^\,a' (2-1) 
with its power at // > 0 as 
Power (//| SRS) = Pijl^ss >C\,a I >"}' (2-2) 
where c\ Q, is the upper a level cut-off point of ju^g^, under Hg . 
2.2 Test based on RSS BLUE /i^/^g 
Using the fact that E (-^(//)) = // + v/ <j and var {Xni\ ) = Yi<J where v^-
and Yi are respectively the expected value and the variance of the i^ 
order statistic in a sample of size n from a standard normal population, 
Sinha et al. (1996), derive the BLUE of ju based on RSS as 
Mblue='=ir^ (2.3) 
" 1 z-
M ri 
with 
var(//^/j,g) = - (2.4) 
" 1 
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and as shown that var(/i^/j^g), which is always smaller than var(/i^^y), 
is indeed much smaller than var(X), (see chapter I). 
We propose a test for HQ based on //^ /^ g , Reject HQ if 
l^blue > ^2,a (2.5) 
with its power at // > 0 as 
Power {ju\ fiblue) = ^ihlue >^2,a I ^) (2-6) 
where C2 a is the upper a level cut-off point of Mbiue^ under Hg . 
2.3 Test based on PRSS BLUE juprssii) 
Sinha et al. (1996) also derived the BLUE of // based partial RSS, as 
Mprss\^) ~ 
f I Y ^ 
J \1 =1 ^/ 
f 1 ,A ( I 
(I ,.2 (I . \ 
v/=i yi ] \i=\ yt J \i=\ y^ J 
(2.7) 
with 
(I ,.2\ 
a 
'^HMprssiO) = 
s 
V?= lyi 
(I ..2\ 
r-f z ' 
V / = l ^' J 
r / 1 ^ 
Vz= 1^0 v/=i ^' J 
(2.8) 
and showed that often a partial RSS combined with optimum weight as 
above does better than a SRS of size n. jUprssiO has the added 
advantage of using a much smaller number of actual measurements. 
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We therefore propose a test procedure for H^ based on juprss » Reject 
Ho if 
Mprss(l)>^3,a(0^ / = 2,3,---,«-l (2.9) 
with its power at // > 0 as 
Power (^\^p,ss(0) = P{Mprssil)>C3,a(^)\M], l = 2,3,-",n-\ (2.10) 
where C3 ^  is the upper a level cut-off point of jJ-prssX^) under H^ . 
2.4 Test based on sample medians 
To address the question of right selection of order statistics from Table 
1.1, Sinha et al (1996) noted the following variance inequality for order 
statistics of a normal distribution. 
Lemma 2.1 var (Jf^g^;^„.„)<var (X,..„) for any r and n. 
In view of the above result, Sinha et al. (1996) recommended the use of 
the median from each set of n observations, and the mean of all such 
medians as an estimator of ju, namely, 
^^ ' 17 mediamn median:n^ 
where Xj^ ^^ ^^ .^ .^^  is the sample median from the i^ row of the Table 1.1. 
Slightly more efficiently, Sinha et al (1996) proposed measuring only m 
medians from the first m rows of Table 1.1, where m<n, and use 
^^ ffl median\n median:n^ v^-^U 
as an estimator of //. They also proved that m = 2 is enough to dominate 
X because of the following powerful and exact result. 
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Theorem 2.1 var(X^) < var(X^g^/^^„.„) < 2var(X„) 
Based on above considerations for n odd we proposed to use 
Mmedian:nO)~ 1^ (^'")' ^'^ average of I <n medians, as our test statistic, 
Reject HQ if 
Mmedian:niO>C4,a(^)^ / = 2,3,---,« (2.12) 
with its power at // > 0 as 
Power {ju\ MmedianiniO) = P{J^median:n(J)>cA,aQ)\M} J = 2,3,---,«(2.13) 
where C4 Q, is the upper a level cut-off point of Mrnediamn (0 under 
Ho . 
If n is even {=2k, say), combine in pairs the k^ order statistic from 
one row with the (k + l)st order statistic of the next row, and define the 
unbiased estimator of ju as 
.* 1 
Mmedian:ni^)=-M^(\k) +^(2(A;+1))) + (^ (3A:) +^(4(A:+1))) + "* 
+(^((/-l);t) +^(/(yt+l)))]' i = 2A,^-"yi 
(2.14) 
then propose a test procedure for HQ based on ^mediamn (0 > Reject H^ 
if 
Mmedian:ni^)>%ai^)^ / = 2,4,6,---,« (2.15) 
with its power at ju>0 as 
Power {ju Mmedian:niO) = P {Mmedian:nU)> %a(0\ /A. (2-16) 
/ = 2,4,6,"-,« 
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3k ^ 
where C4 Q, is the upper a level cut-off point of jUmedian:n (0 under 
2.5 Test based on jUgmallest (0 
1 " Sinha et al. proposed Ji^^^ = - y ^ ( / i ) - ^ 1 , bias corrected mean of n 
n . 
smallest observations as an estimator of jj., and, more efficiently, 
suggested the use of 
1 "^ 
^min(^) = - Z ^ ( / l ) - ^ l (2-^^^ 
m . . 
based on m{< n) smallest means. 
We define 
1 ^ 
Msmallesti^) = -;Tj^in)' / = 2,3,---,« (2.18) 
' /=1 
and propose a test procedure for HQ based on jUsmallest (0? Reject Hg 
if 
Msmallesti^)>^5,a(0^ / = 2,3,---,« (2.19) 
with its power at // > 0 as 
Power {^\MsmallestO)) = P{Msmallest(0>C5,aiO\M) J = 2,3,'--,n (2.20) 
where (75 Q, is the upper a level cut-off point of Msmallest (0 under Hg . 
3. Tests for exponential distribution 
Let Xi,X2,-'-,X^ be a random sample from the exponential distribution 
withj!?<^ 
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/w= e e 
0 
if x>0 
otherwise 
We are interested in testing the hypothesis 
(3.1) 
It is well known that the UMPT of size a for testing (3.1) is given by 
(j)UMPT = 
0 
i=\ 
otherwise 
(3.2) 
without loss of generality we may take 6Q=\. Then C ,^ = XlnA-a 
2 • where Xm is the chi-square distribution with m degree of freedom. The 
power of test (3.2) is given by 
f n 1 9 
P(l) UMPT (^) = Pe T.^i>-Z2n,\-a 
V/=l ^ J 
r 1 2 ^ 
= Pe W>-X2n,\-a •• 
where W is distributed xin • 
To obtain the test using RSS, namely, ^{\\),^n2)'"'y^(nn) ^^ ^^ ^ " 
independent random variables all with the same cdf F{x). To simplify 
the notation, X(/;) will be denoted by Yj through out this section. 
To test the same hypothesis (3.1) using RSS, the test statistic is given by 
^ = 
0 
if'Zyi>d 
i=--\ 
otherwise 
(3.3) 
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where d is determined so that the test (Z^  has size a. To obtain the value 
n 
of d,v/Q need the distribution of Y^^i under HQ. For this, consider the 
following transformation 
/=i 
Z^=Y^,Z2=Y]+Y2,Z^=Yr^Y2+Y^,-,Z, = Y,Yi 
The jointpdf of 7|, ^ 2,• • • > ^ « are given by 
g0iy\^-'-yn) = ' 
_yi ^ 
A [ 1 - / ^ ] ' • - ' } — e x p ( - - y ( « - / + l)j;,) 
\A{i-\)\{n-iy. 0n ^^ o{^^ 
/-I 
0 otherwise 
(3.4) 
Then the joint;?(i/"of Z] ,Z2,- • ^ Z^ is given by 
^9 i^\^^2^---^^n) = S0 i^\,Z2 - z\,z^ - Z2,---,z„ - z^_i) 
which implies that thep^of Z„ is 
hizn)=^" ^"'^•••^^g0iz\^Z2-Zh---^n-^n-\) dzidz2-'-dz„_i 
(3.5) 
Therefore the power fiinction of the test (3.3) is given by 
/^</>,iO) = PeitYi>d)=^k0(z,)dz^., 
i=\ 
To find d, we need to solve 
^<^l(^) = ^=^^e=\(^n)^^n- (3.6) 
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Next we will consider the LRT for testing the hypothesis 
HQ:e = l vs Ha:9^\ 
It is well known that the LRT of size a is given by 
Q ..^2n,al2 ^ y ^ ^ ^ ^2/7,1-(a/2) 
i=\ 
1 otherwise 
(3.7) 
(3.8) 
and its power flinction is given by 
P^LRT{0) = \-Pe 
^ 1 2 ^ 
^2n,al2 . ^  .. ^^2n,\-{al2) 
\ /=1 J 
•.\-Pe 
^2 2 \ 
^2n,al2 . „, ^^2n,\-{al2) 
e 
<w< 
9 
\ J 
where W = ^Xi is distributed as X2n-
i=\ 
To test the same hypothesis using RSS, the following test is proposed 
h 0 ifk<Yji<h 
1 otherwise 
The power function of the test ^2 is 
( n \ 
P^^{0) = \-Pe h<^Y,<k2 =\-f^He{z^)dz^ 
where A:^(z„) is defined in (3.5). To obtain the test of size cc we need to 
find ki and ki satisfy 
(l) = a = l - P^^^l(z„)^z^. 
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We will take 1 - P A;^ i^(z„) <iz„ = — and 1 - Jl^ k^^iiz^) ^z„ = 1 . 
4. Tests for uniform distribution 
Let X\,X2,---,X^ be a random sample from the uniform distribution 
with probability density function 
/(A-) = 
l_ 
'e 
0 
ifO<x<0 
otherwise 
We are interested in testing the hypothesis 
HQ:0 = 0Q VS HCC -.O^OQ (4.1) 
without loss of generality we may take 0()=\. Since the UMPT test for 
(4.1) exists there is no need to consider the LRT. The UMPT of size a is 
given by 
1 if ^(„) > 1 or Z(„) < nja 
otherwise 0 
(4.2) 
where Xr„\ is the largest ordered statistic. Then the power function of 
this test is 
H0) = 
1 
a 
1 + a-l 
0 
if 0< n4a 
if n4a <0<\ 
if0>\ 
To test the same hypothesis using the RSS the test statistic is 
<h = 0 
if max[Yi]<cor max{Yi]>\ 
otherwise 
To find the value of c we solve the equation 
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a = P0^l{max{Yi}<c) = Yl{P0^^iYi)<c) 
i=\ 
which can be written as 
a =YiU—^—(Ziy-i(i__a)«-/l dy^ HI* (i-mn-i) 0 0 e ' i=V 
Then the power of the test can be written as 
P<t>,i^) = < 
1 ife<c 
ifc<e<\ Y[PeiYi<c) 
i=\ 
f{Pe{Yi<c) + \-f{Pe{Yi<\) if9>\ 
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CHAPTER V 
RANKED SET SAMPLING WITH 
CONCOMITANT VARIABLE 
1. Introduction 
In this chapter, we concentrate on consistent ranking mechanisms, which 
is referred to as multi-layer RSS, as discussed in Section 2. The multi-
layer ranking mechanism is conceptually equivalent to a stratification of 
the space of the concomitant variables. The multi-layer RSS is 
particularly useful for the estimation of the regression coefficients. In 
Section 3, the estimation of the regression model and regression estimates 
of the mean of the response variable in the context of RSS are discussed. 
It is argued that, for the estimation of the mean of the response variable, 
the RSS regression estimate is better than the RSS sample mean as long 
as the response variable and the concomitant variables are moderately 
correlated. 
1.2 Use of a concomitant variable 
Extending the work of Dell and Clutter (1972) and David and Levine 
(1972) on ranking errors, Stokes (1977) proposed the use of a 
concomitant variable. It is supposed that a covariate Y is available which 
can be easily measured and which is correlated with the variable of 
interest X. All units are quantified and ranked with respect to Y, only 
those units selected according to the RSS protocol are quantified with 
respect to X. 
In order to investigate the effect of the concomitant variable Y on the 
performance of RSS, Stokes made two very restrictive assumptions: (i) 
the regression of Jf on 7 is linear, and (ii) the standardized variables 
{X-/ix)l(^x and {Y-HY)IC>Y follow the same distribution. Notice 
that both requirements are met when {X, Y) has a bivariate normal 
distribution. 
Let XnY\,'--,Xfyif^\diQnoiQ the ranked set sample of size n drawn with 
the help of the concomitant variable Y. Since the linear regression 
relationship is maintained when we ranked according to the concomitant, 
the assumption (i) implies that 
^ ( / : « )= /^X+^^(n / :« ) -Ar ) (1-1) 
^ ' cry 
where the 7(/.„) are the correcdy ranked order statistics on Y. Equation 
(1.1) implies the fundamental relationship 
Gx cry 
The relative precision of ranked set sampling for estimating fix ^^en 
ranking is by the concomitant Y (Stokes (1977) and Ridout and Cobby 
(1987)) is given by 
RP{X'.Y) = :^-^ (1.3) 
l -^ f (£7 ( , , ) - / / y )2 
nay i=\ 
where p is the coefficient correlation between X and Y. 
2. Multi-layer ranked set sampling 
In this Section, a sampling scheme using multiple concomitant variables 
that will be referred to as a multi-layer ranked set sampling (MRSS). To 
distinguish, an RSS using a single concomitant variable as the ranking 
criterion is to be called as marginal RSS. We can represent the population 
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by the sample space of the multiple concomitant variables. In RSS, to 
rank the sampling units with respect to a singe concomitant variable is 
like partitioning the space into slices along one axis of the space. If every 
concomitant variable is reasonably associated with the response variable, 
the features of Y within each slice are still subject to the variation due to 
other concomitant variables and hence will not be as homogenous as 
desired. An obvious alternative is then to partition the space into cubes 
along all axis. Then we can expect more homogeneity within a cube than 
within a slice. This leads us to the MRSS scheme to be described in the 
following 
Without loss of generality, consider two concomitant variables for the 
sake of convenience. Let X^' and X^ ' denote the concomitant 
variables. Let nj be positive integers. A two-layer RSS procedure goes 
as follows. First, nl independent sets, each of size n, are drawn from 
population. The units in each of these sets are ranked according to A^^ ^ 
Then, for / ranked sets, the units with X^' rank-1 are selected, for 
another / ranked sets, the units with X^^ rank-2 are selected, and so 
on. Let the values of {Y,X^\x^'^') these selected units be denoted by 
^ (^ii)'^ (ii)'^ (ii)) ^Wr (u^y (u^y 
(2.1) 
where the values of X^lyX^^]^ are measured and 7(^ ;-) are latent. This 
completes the first layer of the procedure. In the second layer, the units 
represented in each row of (2.1) are divided -randomly or systematically 
- into / subsets, each of size /. The units in each of these subsets are 
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ranked according to X^^'. Then, for the first ranked subset, the units 
with Z^^^-rank 1 are selected and its values on Y is measured, for the 
second ranked subset, the unit with X^ ' -rank 2 is selected and its value 
on Y is measured, and so on. This completes one cycle of the procedure. 
Repeating the cycle m times then yields the data set 
th 
where 7(^  g\ j is the measurement of Y m the J cycle on the unit with 
X^^^-vankr and A^ ^^ ^ - rank 5. 
Note that each observation above is generated from nl simple random 
units independent of others. The procedure described above can be 
extended to general p- layer RSS straightforwardly only with increasing 
complexity of notations. 
2.1 Consistency of multi-layer ranked set sampling 
Let F denote the distribution fiinction of Y, -^ (^ 5) denote the common 
distribution function of ^ (^r^ ); and F^ )^ denote the common distribution 
function of the latent values of J^ (r)/- The observation generating 
procedure of two-layer RSS can be illustrated as follows 
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r~F 
7(l)~F(i). 
^(2)~^(2)^ 
^in)~^inr 
(^12) ~^(12) 
^"(21)-^(21) 
%2) ~^(22) 
^(2/)~^(2/) 
^(nl) ^'^(nl) 
^(n2) ~^(n2) 
Note that F(^ ) is the distribution function of the /^ X^^ -^induced order 
statistics of a random sample size n from F, and that, for fixed r, F(j ^ ^ 
is the distribution function of the s x\} -induced order statistic of a 
simple random sample of size / from F(^), where x\}\s the r X^^ -
induced order statistic of a random sample size n from Z^^^. It follows 
from the consistency of a marginal RSS that 
1 " 1 ^  
r=\ s=\ 
Therefore 
1 n I 
" ^ = 1 5=1 
(2.2) 
That is, two-layer RSS is consistent. In general, we can show by the 
similar argument that any multi-layer RSS is consistent. 
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2.2 Issues on the choice of concomitant variables 
When there are many concomitant variables, we need to make a selection 
as to which ones are to be used in the MRSS. We make a brief discussion 
on this issue. 
The principle for the selection of concomitant variable is similar to that 
for the choice of independent variables in the multiple regressions, only 
variables that are significantly correlated with the variable of interest 
should be selected variables, which are selected, should not exhibit strong 
co-linearity. . But, by the nature of the usage of the concomitant variable 
in RSS, the implementation of the selection differs from that in multiple 
regression-a choice of the concomitant variables must be made before 
measurements on the response variable are taken. In the following, we 
distinguish the selection based on the significance of the concomitant 
variables and that based on the collinearity among the concomitant 
variables. 
Preliminaries selection based on co-linearity: 
The co-linearity among the concomitant variables can be analyzed using 
the information the concomitant variables alone. Since, by assumption, 
the values of the concomitant variables can be easily obtained with 
negligible cost, a preliminary sampling on the values of the concomitant 
variables can be conducted and the co-linearity among them can then be 
analyzed. When several variables exhibit a strong co-linearity, only one 
of them should be selected for the MRSS procedure. Consider an extreme 
case. Suppose two concomitant variables are almost perfectly correlated. 
The question whether to select only one of them or not is then equivalent 
to whether to rank the sampling units based on a single variable in the 
following way or an other (i) rank of set of «^ sampling units all 
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2 together according to the values of the variable, (ii) rank the n units in 
the manner of a two-layer RSS but use the same variable as the ranking 
variable at both layers. Suppose the ranking variable is the response 
variable itself and we are concerned with the estimation of the mean of 
this variable. The first way of ranking then results in a relative efficiency, 
roughly, (« +l)/2. The second way of ranking, however, results in 
relative efficiency, roughly, (« +1) /4 . The first way of ranking is more 
always more efficient than the second way of ranking. 
Selection based on the significance of the concomitant variables: 
Before any measurements on the response variable are taken, the 
assessment of the significance of a concomitant variable in its relation to 
the response variable might be made by using some prior information, if 
available, or by guess work. An objective assessment of the significance 
can be made after some measurements on the response variable are 
obtained. The following dynamic version of the multi-layer RSS can be 
applied in practice. In the earlier stage of the sampling, more concomitant 
variables, which are potentially significant, are used in the ranking 
mechanism. Once enough measurements on the response variable are 
made, the significance of each concomitant variable is assessed. Then, 
discard the non-significant concomitant variables and use the remaining 
ones in the ranking mechanism. As long as the ranking mechanism is the 
same at each cycle of RSS, the resultant sampling is at least more 
efficient than SRS. 
3. Regression analysis based on RSS with concomitant variables 
Suppose that the variable Y and concomitant variable X follows a linear 
regression model, i.e., 
Y = a + ^ 'X + s (3,1) 
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where p is a vector of unknown constant coefficients, and £• is a random 
variable with mean zero and variance a^ and is independent of X. 
Suppose that an RSS with certain ranking mechanism is implemented in 
m cycles. In a typical cycle / , for r = 1,•••,«, a simple random sample of 
n units with latent values (1^(1,-)/, ^(\r)i%"''>i^{nr)i^ ^{nr)i) i^  drawn 
from the population. The values of the X' s are all measured. The n 
sampled units are ranked according to the ranking mechanism. Then the 
Y value of the unit with ranlc r is measured. The X and Y values of the 
unit with rank r are denoted, respectively, by X^^ji and i^(r)/. In the 
completion of the sampling, we have a data set as follows 
'^{\)i^^(\)i^^(n)i^---^(\n)i' 
(3.2) 
^{n i' ^(n) i' ^(n 1 j /' '" ^(n n) i' 
/ = !,•••,m 
Based on the data set (3.2), we consider in this section two problems; (i) 
the estimation of the regression coefficients, (ii) the estimation of //y, the 
mean of Y. 
3.1 Estimation of regression coefficients with RSS 
Denote by G(>'|x) the conditional distribution of Y given X. Let 
{(7l,X}),-",(7„,X„)} be a simple random sample from the joint 
distribution of 7 and X. Suppose (7?i,•••,/?„) is a random permutation 
of (1,- • • /i) determined only by (X], • • •, X„ ) . 
Lemma 1. The random permutation induced statistics Yj^ ,---,Yj^ are 
conditionally independent given (Xi,---,X„) with conditional 
distribution ftmction G(.|Xyjj),-.-,G(.|X;j^) respectively. 
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As remarked by Bhattacharya (1984), although his Lemma deals only 
with the induced order statistics, the key fact on which the proof of that 
Lemma depends is that the induced orders are a random permutation of 
l,---,« determined only by the X's. Therefore the extension above is 
trivial. Note that the ranking mechanism in RSS indeed produced a 
random permutation of the sampling units. Hence the above Lemma can 
be applied to the RSS sample. In particular, we have 
r(^)y=«f + P^X(^)/+^^/ (3.3) 
r = l, •••,«, i = \,---,m 
where £"^ / are independent identically distributed as the s in (3.2) and 
are independent of X(^)/. Thus we can estimate a and p by least square 
method based on (3.3) 
_ 1 « n _ - i n n 
^RSS= Z Z^(r)/' YRSS= Z Tj^(r)i 
r= l i= \ r=l i=\ 
•^RSS =(X(l)i,---,X(i);„,---X(„)i,---X(„)^)' 
YRSS =iyi\)\'---^y{\)m^--'yin)\^"'yin)my-
The least squares estimates of a and p based on (3.3) are then given by 
^RSS = ^RSS - P' 7?55 X RSS (3 -4) 
11' 
i'^RSSi^ )^RSS] 
^RSS = — ji^ (3.5) 
[XW(I )^RSS] 
mn 
A 
It is obvious that a^ss ^^^ ^RSS '^"^  unbiased. Since both CCRSS and 
A 
^RSS ^^^ of the form of smooth-function-of-means, as estimates of a 
If. 
and p , they are, at least asymptotically, as good as their counterparts 
based on SRS. More specific conclusion can be made from the explicit 
expressions of the variances of djiss ^^^ ^RSS • These variances can be 
derived as 
'^^fio^RSs) = ^s E 1 —T ' i r -1 — + X^^^ [XRSS (I ) ^RSS ] ^RSS 
mn mn 
Var{^RSs) = c^iE 11' -1 
mn 
where the expectations are taken with respect to the distribution of the 
3.2 Regression estimate of the mean of Y with RSS 
Let 
X T = 
1 n n m 
2 ^ ^ L^-rji 
mn r=\j=\i=\ 
We can define another estimate of fiy rather than Yj^gg. The estimate is 
called the RSS regression estimate and is define as 
MRSS.REG = ^ RSS - f^^RSS i^T ' ^RSS) (3.6) 
The RSS regression estimate of ^y is unbiased and its variance can be 
obtained as 
0^ ^ .. . . 1 
^«^ (MRSS. REG) = -^{^ + ^RSS} 
mn 
P'Zp (3.7) 
mn 
where 
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— — — IV _i — — 
^RSS = E[mn{Xf -Xjissya^RSsi^ )^RSS] i^T'^RSs)] 
mn 
If the ranked set sample is replaced by a simple random sample, we get 
an SRS regression estimate of f^y The variance of the SRS regression 
estimate is also of the form (3.7) but with A^ ^^ -^  replaced by the 
corresponding quantity A5^5 defined on the simple random sample. 
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